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Stay safe online – new scams appearing in these unusual times 

We are all using our computers a lot more during this period, to keep in touch, to send on 

cheery funny messages, to find information, to ensure we can access online services, etc. 

This means that all of us are using apps (computer programs) and services with which we 

are unfamiliar; and more of us with limited technical knowledge are going online. 

But the scammers are up to their usual tricks and are coming up with new threats 

aiming to exploit the current situation. 

Keep your wits about you! 

• Always make sure you have a good computer security system installed on your 

computer – and keep it updated so you are protected against newly-discovered 

threats. 

• Never click on a link if you are unsure who sent it to you - even if you do know the 

purported sender. STOP! Take your hands off the mouse and keyboard! Make a cup 

of tea if you still feel the urge to do something!  

Then hover your mouse over the sender’s name and/or the link they want you to click 

– on a PC a small box will appear showing the real address the link is pointing to. If it’s 

a strange address, just delete the email. 

• Never forward an email with a reported warning – many of these are hoaxes aimed at 

causing anxiety. STOP! Take your hands off the mouse and keyboard! Make a cup of 

tea if you still feel the urge to do something! 

Then copy the first few words of the text into a Google search and see what comes up. 

Ninety-nine times out of a hundred you will see the hoax debunked. 

And/or visit https://www.snopes.com/, which is a fact-checking and debunking service 

and search there for advice. 

Only if you find nothing from these searches should you consider forwarding the email 

to a responsible person. Whatever you do, don’t broadcast it! 

• Never give any details to some one purporting to be from your bank. 

The same goes for telephone calls. No genuine company will call you wanting you to open up 

your computer to them. So disbelieve anyone claiming to be from Microsoft, Windows, 

HMRC, or whoever … and put the phone down – you are not being rude to cut off these 

criminals without the usual niceties. 

Help and Advice 

If you are worried by a message you have received call someone you trust, ideally someone 

with technical knowledge. If you are still in doubt, forward the email to the church office, 

making it clear you are asking for advice, not asking for it to be sent out widely! 

Having said all that the internet is a fantastic tool and it is helping to keep us connected at 

what is a really difficult time – Don’t be afraid of it, just STAY SAFE 

https://www.snopes.com/f

